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Why students should study marketing
by Herbert Rotfeld
Herbert Rotfeld is an associate
marketing professor at Auburn University, Alabama.

Larry Qrail/Marketing News

Russian professors visit AMA
Two Russian professors learned about the AMA and how it's run
when they recentiy visited International Headquarters in Chicago.
From left are Paul Schurr, past president of the AMA's New York
Capital Region Chapter and current vice president of programming;
professor Alexey Meshkov, of the Russian Economic Academy in
Moscow; Dennis Jorgensen, chief operating officer of the AMA; and
professor Boris Soloviev, also of the Russian Economic Academy.
The professors were representing thefoundersof the Russian Marketing Association. Schurr is helping the professors create a Certified Marketing Consultant Program in Russia. The first seminar for
the certification program is ijeing developed over the summer. The
two professors received AMA memberships during their visit.

Papers sought for Symposium
on Strategy Implementation
The AMA is sponsoring a second
Symposium on Strategy Dnplementation and Assessment Researcli (SIAR)
April 24-26, 1996, in Montreal.
SL\R is the subfield of strategy
management concerned with methods and findings in assessing the quality of an enterprise's strategy focus,
content and planning processes, and
the implementation and perfonnance
of an enterprise's realized strategies.
The central issues for the symposium are how good is an enterprise's
internal management, and will the
enterprise remain a going concern?
Deadline for submitting papers is
Jan. 20. Selected papei^s will be published in a special issue oi xhe Jownal
of Business Research. Authors of the

two best papers will receive plaques
and Sl,000 from the John-Labatt
Chair of Marketing at the University
of Quebec at Montreal and the

Woldenberg Chair of Marketing at
Tulane University.
Eight to 10 paper presentations are
plamied. Participants are asked to attend all presentations. No concurrent
sessions will be held.
Submit two copies of complete
drafts to each of the cochairs: JeanCbarles Chebat, the John-Labatt
Professor of Marketing, School of
Management, University of Quebec
atMontreai, P.O. Box 6192, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3C 4R2;
phone (514) 987-4232; &x (514) 9874142; e-mail:
chebat jean-charles@er.uqam.ca
Arch G. Woodside, the Woldenberg Professor of Marketing, Freeman School of Business, Tulane University, New Orleans, I A 70118;
phone (504) 865-5668; fax (504) 8656751; e-mail AWOODSIDE @ OF-

FICE.SOB.TULANT:.EDU •

OBJECTIVE:
Define random digit samples for uewspapers that
ciradale by zones, which are defined by ZIP Codes.

SSI SOLUTION:
Bill Truett I |)ro]L-i.i (.liieciDr at KPC Research, a subsidiary of
Knighi PulMishing Company in Cliarlotte, NC) — •^e use SSI's
ZIP/Excli;tnj;e Analysis to define mnciom digit samples for targeted
study areas. Tlie ZIP report tells us what we can expect for coverage and hit rate, and that's typically what we do find- I have
compared other companies to SSI and
found [he other companies' samples
are not as proportiona! or efficient.
With ,SSI samples, areas are represented very well — one of the
selling points that we use with our
'•• clients. .\nd I believe our clients can
make accurate decisions based on
SSI's samples,"
Call SSI for sampling sukitions at
120.^)255-4200,

Survey
Sampling,
Inc.'
\

farmers ivilh survey
since 1977

Oh my God, marketing professors
are acting like professors.
They give lectures and study
business activities instead of practicing them. When not in the
classroom, they read books and
papers and spend time writing.
They call it research, but we know
what it really is. They are thinking.
To some marketing professionals, these professors are wasting
the students' time with teaching
that gets in the way of training for
that first marketing job. Posted on
an Internet bulletin board for professionals and educators was the
complaint, "I ain't got no idea why
they require English and spelling
in [marketing classes] since some
jobs don't require people to do any
writing."
Sarcasm aside, marketing is an
area of study for a four-year college education. And for the marketing business, a facile and educated mind is more important than
a head full of business terms that
might be archaic by graduation
time.
Marketing was an extremely
popular area of study, but it seems
to be losing its following. At many
universities during the 1980s, student requests for undergraduate
marketing courses grossly exceeded class space. But as university
enrollments drop, many marketing
departments report a disproportionate loss of students.
For most students, the choice of
courses or an academic major is a
process of elimination. The process might not be conscious, and it
is rarely overt, hut it exists. Since
students believe that their job options are dictated hy their transcripts, most liberal arts are not
considered unless the student's
plans include post-graduate study.
Science is eliminated unless a
strong interest was engendered in
high school. Engineering programs require extensive math and
calculus, another high school proficiency which U.S. schools do so
poorly to encourage.
Granted, these are generalizations, not universals, but most students see their future careers as "in
business," and they fervently be-

lieve that a career in business requires studying business in college.
And from there, they choose majors and courses they think will
help them get jobs.
Rumors of job placement might
play a role. If students hear that
most graduates get jobs in sales,
the personal selling courses quickly become popular. Other students
relate that they choose their academic majors because they sound
like interesting johs.
Then why have some business
schools been losing students? Why
are the numbers of marketing majors in decline? If anything, the
search for job certification is
stronger than ever.
The answer is simple. Across
every campus, other departments
and colleges also now claim to
provide job training.
Sociology departments "train?
criminologists. English faculty run
degree programs in business and
technical writing or hook editing.
Other nonbusiness faculty train
students in hotel management,
restaurant service, fashion merchandising, and commercial design, to name a few. They also
offer business minors so liberal
arts majors feel they are preparing
for jobs.
Of course, like marketing, most
of these new "professional education" areas are not closed-shop
guilds where people lacking certain degrees are barred from jobs.
Graduates of marketing, English,
economics, public relations, or history who lack experience in those
areas are qualified for the same
jobs. While university' placement
records are rarely, if ever, discussed, many faculty members
know that over half of all college
graduates enter careers unrelated
to their majors.
Marketing departments could
structure a relationship with businesses akin to that enjoyed by college football and the NFL. Students would enter college with
hopes of high-paying jobs and
spend four years forsaking all
other facets of educational value
as they maximize job training.
Then the husinesses could run a
draft and choose to hire one or
two students from the major, allowing the rest to decline into ob-

scurity.
This would mean that marketing professors could he training
officers, not scholars. Doctorates
would be irrelevant; only successfid business practitioners need
apply for academic jobs.
But there is a danger in this
strategy. Since no university would
tolerate the football model, economic problems might limit the
ability of the marketing-training
schools to Und jobs for any graduates. It has not happened to any
marketing program yet, hut some
schools' professional programs
have been cut or eliminated because or poor placement rates. At
one univcrsitj\ since the degree
program claimed to train future
journalists hut could only place
one-quarter of graduates in journalism jobs, the program was
deleted.
More important, supplanting
education with job training could
hurt businesses in the long run.
Marketing is not a mechanized
job, with cookbooks being used to
plug in daily tasks. Employees
need creativity, innovation, and
insight. In journalism, where education has long been seen as reporter training, many modern reporters know the mechanics of
writing a story but arc ignorant of
what they write. They see journalism as a mechanism, a form. If this
happened in marketing research,
graduates would see work as generating data piles without understanding the need for interpretation. Sales management would degenerate into writing the perfect
sales script.
Faculty tell new law students,
"We are not here to teach the law.
We teach you how to analyze
problems as lawyers." The best
law professors might have been
successful as lawyers, but they are
respected on campus as scholars
and in the legal profession for
their insight and analysis of legal
issues.
So instead of job training, marketing departments should do
more to join the greater academic
community. When marketing enrollments soared, courses were
closed to nonmajors. Colleges of
business bave stood as islands, outside the rest of the university community. And that has been our
loss.
So many people know so little
about what marketing Is (and is
not). Marketing courses can be an
integral part of any student's education. No matter what the major,
no matter what the hitxire job, understanding marketing pr;ictices
and their role in a modern economy can be useful for any educated
person.
Marketing scholars, scholarship,
and a variety of courses could become parts of all types of university programs, both those claiming a
professional education and those
with more aciulemic goals. As an
academic discipline, marketing can
be respected as an integral part of
any campus, possibly even tied to a
predominantly liberal arts core
curriculum.
But first, marketing educators
must acknowledge that they are
professors. The courses are credit
toward an education degree. Let
business run the short-run job
training as baseball runs its own
farm leagues. Let universities concentrate on turning out people
wbo can think. •

